

































By Serena Griffith 
Daily staff writer 
SJSU alumnus Luis Valdez, who 
directed the film "La Bamba," re-
members when San Jose State was 
"confronting the establishment" 
and hosting civil rights movements 
in the 
1960s. 
On Saturday, May 28, he will 
speak at SJSU's commencement 
ceremony about the "essential" 
university  experience.
 
"You are bound to go through 
ups and downs 
in
 life, and in your 
university
 life," he said. 
"But it's 
always interesting to look back. I 




 a direct 
line:
 










College  in 
1964
 (it was 
not yet 
a university),
 with a 
degree in 
F.ng-






career  in 
theater
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Kathleen Howe  Special 















By Lisa Ostroski 
Daily staff 
writer  
Eleven  years ago, an angry Bill Ramos walked out 
in the middle of 
a class and almost never came back. 
He was just nine units short of a 
bachelor's





 May 28, Ramos, now 45, will finally receive
 
his  
degree. He didn't return to 
SJSU





 carried the 
burden
 of not 
practicing what he constantly tells the San Jose youth 
he works with: 






The reasons behind his quick 
departure
 spanned 
years: the trigger was the condescending words of a 
teacher.
 
In elementary school in the 1950s children like 
Ramos 
from migrant labor camps had their 
toes
 stepped 
on because they didn't have shoes. They were ridiculed
 
because of their
 background and their race. 
Ramos remembers
 a particularly painful incident 
when a teacher brought hint before the class and cut off 
a long lock of his hair that was styled in 
a "waterfall," 
or 
pompadour.  These painful
 memories rushed back to 
him in 1977, 
when  an SJSU professor publicly 
chided 
him for 
asking how to find a particular article
 in the li-
brary. 
Ramos 
describes  his reenrollment 
at
 SJSU as a 
major 
comeback  and his graduation
 a milestone. "I 
needed to graduate.




so turned on 
again  to life." he 
said. 
The club, which he founded in 1969 at age 
27,  is 
located in the campus neighborhood. It looks like 
every 
other house 
on the block. Its only distinctive features
 
are the red truck,  bus and van parked out front. The ve-
hicles and
 a red and white sign hanging on the porch all 
bear the name 
Mosquito's.  
The fathers of these families did not have the skills 
for industry; this led to families turning to welfare
 and 
fathers moving out of the house because of welfare 
guidelines. 
Surrounded by plaques of appreciation from 
va-
rious organizations and local schools, and photographs 
of kids. Ramos talks about 
the purpose of the organiza-
tion. 
Mosquito's  is 
an acronym








See  RAMOS, 






 Duffy, left, a  sign 
language interpreter,
 asks John Moore,






the water is. 
Pool officially opens 
after  
months
 of delay 
By Jim Hart 
Daily staff writer 
Yesterday afternoon, shortly after inspec-
tors finished checking over the facility, the 
new Aquatics Center 
finally
 opened. 
Now the Associated Students 
Program
 
Board is going ahead with plans for a free 
grand opening celebration with music and 
food slated for tomorrow (dead day) from 2-
6 p.m. 
The Aquatic Center has faced a history of 
postponed opening dates that, at one time. 
threatened to 
cancel




 coordinator, Dan 
Tattersfield
 of the Program Board and others 
involved  had to put their plans on hold early 
this week until the pool passed inspections 
required for 
the facility to open. 
Tattersfield said they even considered 





has  got to be 
Thurs-
day or not at all,"
 said Tattersfield earlier 
this week, explaining that events don't go 
over well during finals. 
"It is unfortunate that it had to be a 
last 
minute set-up, but it should be very success-
ful," Tattersfield said. 
John Moore. president 
of the Disabled 
Students 
Association,
 was  the first official 
student to take a dive 
into the nearly million -
gallon pool. 
"The water's great, I really enjoyed it," 
Moore said, after he back -stroked the width 
of the 
pool. 
During the first half-hour the pool was 
open, Moore
 was the only
 student to 
plunge
 
in. Caryn Morley, Aquatics Center Manager 
said 
that many students didn't know that the 
pool was going to open. 
























head  of 
disabled  




 pool as SJSU's first legal






 for new 
school 
By Vic Vogler 
Daily stall writer 
Like many
 people from 
other 
countries,
 Ramon Jimenez 
came to 
America 






 to SJSU to study 
and throw 
the
 discus. But unless
 he can find a 
nearby
 university 
















 for his 

























supposed  to do 
whatever
 you want.
 Go for 
it!" 
says the
 18 -year -old. 
"Hut
 not 







icizes the school in 
a mellow, even 
voice.  
For 
Jimenez,  the 
reputation  of 
SJSU's






Now,  with his own dream 
threatened,  he 
feels for 
the  other 
student
-athletes 




















 that all 
people . . 

















it's ttx) late to register 




fall at SJSU. 
After  that, 
he will 




But if the money 
isn't there, Ji-
menez might not be either. 
"I don't 
even want to 
think  
about 





more  than 
his family can 






















about  30 of 
its best athletes to compete this 
summer, the student says. Aside 
See TRACK, page 13 
Spartan






















with  a few friends. 
For 
the first 























































































stuffed  with egg, 
hani :mid
 cheese, and egg 
muffins, 
which Bro:ning
 said are much like 
those found at 
certain  fast food res-







who wiik to 
indulge.  Brown-





"The Roost and 
Espresso  En-
counter are open. too," Browning 
reminds,
 but doesn't seem to fear the 
competition. Even though the num-
ber of students and faculty on cam-





 the pub still has its 
special 
draw:  beer. 
"We'll be 
pouring  all the usual 
beer."  said Diana March, who will 




 said she doesn't expect as 
many 
people  in the pub during the 








 all the regain  ,-
"I
 like (working here) because the 
regulars
 will be here. It'll be fun, ex-
clusive," she added. 
Spartan Pub worker 
Dave  Hidalgo 
has different 
reasons
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setjeta;)  01 
edUCill10114.1e-
ated heaven and 








 angle was 
needed,
 so then,  there 
was SJSU. 
And the 




 it was 
good. 
Generations of prosperity and
 wisdom led to the 
Gail 
force  creation of the holy 
bureaucracy. 
The wise





with  distributing true wealth, 
the ability to 
learn, and 
affordable,




the  olden days 
was 
different,


















death,  you 
shall 
fear
 no evil, for 
it 
is true the wise rul-
ers 




out in further search of how to make a better %%odd 
for SJSU 
dwellers.  
And lo and behold, a 
beautiful  idea did cometh. 
The 
answer rang down from
 the Tower and fi-
nally 
gained the popular nod








 it was time for
 action, 




The  voice called out
 let there be 
Rey  Center. 
And 
nearly  all thought it was good. 
The  
Rev was the 
son  of a gun. It 
begat  bugde-
tus-underestimatius,










further  begat 
budgetus-scare  
us.  Begatting can be tun. 
Most
 thought it was good.
 What's a bit -o -fee
-
hiking among 
friends?  A million 
more here or a 









here is someone 
sery
 speoal in my 
Me.  It it 
wasn't  for her. 






day  meant. And without 
her.
 I would al -
s be locked 
out of my 
house.  
Before I 
leave  the house in 
the morning, she 
al-
ways asks me if 
I have my keys 






are  roommates, 
but sometimes 
I wonder if 
she's an 















wonder  if 
that's  fair. 
After I 
cook.  I fix 
her plate and 
serve it 
to her. But 
when I 
bring her the
 plate. I 
sometimes 








 You forgot 
my 





return  to the 
kitchen and 
get her the 
juice  be-
fore I sit
 down to 
eat. 
After  an 
exhausting  day and




 on the bed 
to rest my eyes,
 knowing 
my
 day is not 
yet over. 
Then  she 







 me my 
bath."
 







 let's me 
get  away 
with 
anything  and keeps
 me on my 
toes. 
I 
get  up and draw 
her bath, knowing
 the day is 
almost over.
 
She  dresses 
herself  for 
bed  most of 
the time be-
cause 
she says she 
is
 a big girl 
now.





I read her a 
story. 
I can't do it. 
So
 I compromise 
with  her. I ask 
her if I could tell 
her a story instead of 
reading  one. 
She 
agrees,  but still doesn't go 
to sleep right away. 
In the 
morning,  the  hardest 
part  is getting ready 
for school. 
I'll pick her 
clothes  out and if she doesn't
 think 
they "match," as 
she  says, she won't let me put
 
them on her. If the shirt 
doesn't  have enough of the 
color that's in her pants,
 she argues with me. 
Oh, and if her socks 
don't  match, she has a fit. 
And she won't wear tennis
 shoes with her skirts. 
She says she has to 
wear her other shoes because
 
they're for skirts. 
How does she know 




 we leave the house, I sit on 
the bed 
to gather
 my nerve to begin the day. She
 looks at 
me and says. "1, 2, 3, 4, 5." 
I just look at her. 
Then she says it 
again,  this time with a little more 
authority.  "One, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
that  means get up 
mommy." 
I just sat there,  wondering if she knew 




like  to 
thank  the 
academy
 
. . . 
Movies 
have  their Oscars. 






In this, our last issue of the semester, we would like 
to salute
 those in the SJSU community  who have been 
outspoken 





Unlike those in the 
entertainment world, we don't 
believe
 the best alone should receive recognition. After 
all,  just as only a handful can be called the best, only a 
few 
can  be the worst. In this spirit, we would also like to 
offer  the first annual "Sin -Sir" awards. 
Our
 first 
Write  On award 
goes
 to Francois Lar 






 As head of the 
Spartan City Family 
Association.
 Francois 
has  been one 
of SJSU's few real activists. 
bSpeaking
 of activists, 
we
 must salute wrestling 
coach Kevin Hejnal, whose tireless fight
 
against the SJSU bureacracy to preserve minor 
sports reflects 
his commitment to the students. 
gpOn
 the other 
hand. a Sin -Sir must he 
extended 
to President 
Gail Fullerton, who has
 been par-
tially 
responsible for cutting four 
minor  sports 
and attempting to 






ability to digress 
turns  campus news 
conferences  into 
what
 we refer to 










 is bestowed 
upon
 Student 
Union Director Ron Barrett. Has Ron failed to 
provide students with crucial information about 
the Rey Center project? Has he misled them, and told 
them half-truths? No comment. 
OiWe
 wish 
to award a Write On to Kim Kome-
nich,
 the Pulitzer Prize-winning photographer 
and former Spartan Daily photo editor who 
made plenty of time 










 redesign, a big Sin -Sir for 
telling  the 
A.S. "Somebody said I might want to go 
over 
and take a look at a fountain
 in Los Gatos." Turns out
 
that 
somebody  was Gail 
Fullerton.  Gosh. Bob. 
didn't  
you think we 
knew who that "somebixiy"
 was? 
OiA
 Write On 






the new pool (at least the first to be 
booked).
 
Brian, Brad and Katy. 
After  braving the mighty 
SJSU
 security force to have fun on a 
hot spring night, 
they. told 








 respectfully extend a 
Sin -Sir to Henry Or-
bach. a nice 
man who ends every conversation 
with the Daily, no matter 
how  innocent, with 
"but don't
 use my name in the paper." 
Thank  you for all 
of your interviews Mr. 
Orbach. and now for the credit 
you deserve: Henry Orbach Henry 
Orbach Henry Henry 
Orbach Henry Orbach Henry Orbach Henry
 Orbach 
Henry Orbach Henry Orbach. 
Paul Morris, we don't know what award
 to give 
you. We are 
really  not sure what you've been 









 John Moore we 
would like to give a Write 
On for showing the campus the abilities of the 
Disabled Students 
Association  and for always 
making himself available to the Daily





 a Sin -
Sir 
for  not coming 
clean when 
asked specific 
questions  by the
 field hockey 
and wrestling 
teams 





guess, like another famous
 sidekick,









 to care 
more about the students on this campus than our 
own administration. 
clAnd
 finally. to Randy Hoffman. the loneliest 
guy in town, a Sin -Sir for eliminating quality 
programs from campus to build 
moneymaking  
ones. (Hank) while never really admitting 
that was what 










Yes, I am writing in response to 
Dave Lanson's 
infamous  column, 
"Publiminal Messages."
 
No, this is not a 
critical attack on 
the column. 
As a journalism major, 
who has 
studied at SJSU for the 
past  three 
years. I have come to appreciate 
the 
strong
 efforts which have been di-
recteci at the Spartan Daily's Forum 
Page. Since my emphasis 
is mag-
azine journalism, I am 
not required 
to 
be a part of the staff, however,
 if 
time 
permitted.  I would be. 
If I have learned
 one thing in pre-
paring for my future. I 
have learned 
that a good writer is someone who
 
provokes an 
individual  to think. An 
excellent writer
 provokes someone 
to react. Dave Lanson 
does  both. 
Although I must admit
 that I 





ters appealing or at least 
similar to 
my own particular opinions,
 I have 
read each one of his columns. They 
keep 
me interested which is a skill 
most 
writers  strive to obtain. 
Besides the column. I have 
also 
read numerous 
letters to the editor 
complaining
 about Dave's "insensi-
tivity and unqualified skills." Stu-
dents claim that he spends too much 
time at the Pub, which does not cor-
relate with 
writing an "abrasive" 
column. 
Well. Dave, you must 
be
 doing 
something  right because you are 
turning our overwhelming apathetic 
student body into an active one. Stu-
dents are taking time out of 
their  
busy schedules and are 
writing  let-





 to be the 
best, you have to step on toes. The 
top television talk show hosts use in-
sult after insult to get public atten-
tion. Why 
shouldn't you be allowed 
to do the same? Students should real-
ize that all opinions need not be jus-
tified -- everyone is entitled to ex-
press his own beliefs. 
I hope that I will be able 
to suc-
ceed in the future as you have in 
stirring 
people's emotions. Your 
writing is unique, and
 in turn. admi-
rable. 
Thanks for giving me inspiration 















Ray  area, I chose this
 one for its 
great 
reputation  and low expense. 
I'm beginning to wonder what 
came over 




 $27 to 
pay  for the 
cost
 overruns on 
the Rey 
Center  
($27x 28,((X)  
students  equals 
$756.-
000 per  
semester!) 
Then, 






there  is the 





$25. (Oh. and 
thanks





waiver  so students
 
who 
want to waive 
100W will not 
have
 to pay another







taken the old 
waiver  exam.) 
And  let's not
 forget the 
recent 
elimination

















commodated.  I'm 











































































































































































































































































































































































































Daily  and 
not the 

















fast.  The 
little 
birds 







have  to 









 to quit 










pick  up their 
bird's Daily?
 Stay tuned. 
#7.  To 























water  is trying 
to
 squeeze its 
way under the
 
door  from 
the  broken 





 a mess, 
though.  
#6. To act as a 
head  cover when 
the
 elements 
sneak up on 
unsuspecting  students without 
um-
brellas. Face
 it, the boxes are always empty 
when  a 
bright day turns
 to gloom at SJSU. Students can be 
seen scurrying down the
 walkways, soggy. over -
inked
 Dailys draped over their
 heads, newsprint 
running
 down their faces. Of 
course,  the adminis-
trators would never be caught 
dead
 with a Daily 
stuck to 
their  hair; it would make 
the wrong kind of 
statement to 
the rest of the campus 
 atiee all, the 
Daily could never
 be above the 
administration.  









Warning:  a 
rolled -up 
Daily 
will nor kill 
cockroaches.  







pages of in 
might. 










































 out the 
same day 
the 




help  but 

















 the two 
inserts  fell






#3. To give 
President  Gail 
Fullerton  area -
son to have 
her news conferences.
 The only peo-
ple ever there are
 a Daily reporter
 and photogra-
pher,  a person 
from
 KSJS and a 




 been to these
 things. I 
don't
 know too many 
people  who watch 
Channel  
54 or 
listen to radio news.












black ink spots 
on their clothing
 and hands. Our
 
printer has a 
fondness for 
occasionally
 using too 
much  ink, especially 
on days when it is hot
 and 
people are sweaty. 
Just
 a hint from Heloise: 
rub-
bing these spots
 while using every four-letter
 word 
in the book 




And the #1 reason why
 the Daily exists (drum 
roll. please): 




 on behalf of the 





Without  you. Dave Lanson 
wouldn't
 have a 
reason to write his 
columns.
 
Karen M. Derenzi has enjoyed the opportu-
nity of being Editor in Chief of the
 Spartan 
Daily. She would like  to thank
 all those who 
made this semester a most
 challenging experi-
ence. This is the final 
appearance
 of "Vlore 








would  like 
to hear 


































the number of 
letters
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would  like to ac-
knowledge
 the Civil  Engineering 
Club 

























at the child care 
center. 
The






together  with 
Pastor Tom 
!vieCoy, Karen and Eric mobilized
 a 
; diverse group of church 
members.
 
parents, engineering club members 
and  
Pi 








Over  a period of three weeks 
they 
' demolished











landscape,  lawn. 
sprinkler
 
system, sandbox, climbing 
tire 
and  hobbit 
tunnel.
 
: In addition, 
Eric
 secured expert 
. 
advice  from his father, Hans Biland.
 
owner 
of Hans Nand Landscaping 
Inc. His company generously do-
nated tools, heavy machinery and 
labor to the 
project. 
This fall, Eric will head a team of 
engineering students on another pro-
ject in which they will design and 
construct a developmentally appro. 
priate play structure for the children. 
Because of all the time and 
energy 
everyone put into the playground, 
the children
 at the center
 now 
enjoy 
a safer and more stimulating envi-
ronment. 














 to Mark 
Clintsman's  
letter











 at some of Mr. 
: 
Clintsman's 













 on this campus
 are not 
held responsible for their 
actions.  
 and 
are entitled to special treatment.
 
His insensitivity
 and ignorance 
: disappoint me. 
As













million more there, what matters is 
that the future needs
 are provided 
for.
 
And they will soon 
have a pool. 
and it 
will be pretty good. 
Passing a 
few inspections can be such a 
bother. 
The higher needs
 shall be 
served.
 For those 









, Cast not your 
dispersions  upon the 
waters, for 
alas it is not proper
 at this 
point in time.
 Please leave a 
message
 




:tint your concern 
will be dealt with 








(441 days and 
40
 nights or 
more), a 
drought
 instead plagued the 
land. 
This 
barrenness  spoke, 
saying  
dryly that the
 Lord giveth and 
the 





 number was 
chosen  with 









 the girls. 
And so,
 it is offically 
now to come 
to 
pass, the 










voice  called up 
"Please  
explain."  


















 I wish I could 
grant  you your wish. I wish you 
could be a minority. Then maybe 
you can "scream racism over the 
most obscure 
isssues."  You'll prob-
ably
 find you need to in  order to 
keep your 














 to anyone offended in 
the article about field hockey (in the 
May 9 Spartan 
Daily).  Peggy Cuppy 
is no longer with our 
program
 and 
we are sorry for any derogatory com-
ments concerning other teams. Our 
aim is not to put 
down other sports. 
but to encourage the existence
 of all 
current athletic teams here at SJSU. 
Athletes, students and faculty 
need to support all university pro-
grams -- 
including  athletics. Minor 
sports are just as important as 
major  




need to join together for the 
exis  
fence
 of all sports.
 










 to get 
this
 
idea off my chest,
 so to speak. 
Has  anyone ever noticed the di'. 
elimination
 (can I 
call it that?) 
that
 




customers  at either Nordstrom. I. 




 heard of the 
woman, a top executive
 for a Bay 
area
 company, who shopped regu 
lady
 at Nordstrom on her lunch how 
in her business clothes. 
Well  
one day 
she went shopping on a Lily Satin 
day in 
her jeans, sweatshirt, and 
Reeboks to look for a party dress. 01 
course, she 
wanted  to be comfort 
able while 
shopping  for this impel 
tant dress, but she 
noticed
 that not 
one sales clerk 
came
 to help her with 
the expensive dress 
she had picked 
out. She patiently waited 
until she 
got fed up. She 
hurried  down to the 
credit office and
 asked for a pair 01 
scissors. Right in front of the bewi I 
dered  cashier, she cut up 
her
 Nord, 
trom charge card. The next 
day,  she 
received apology
 letters from the 
disdainful sales
 clerks and some 
beautiful flowers.
 
How nice!? Well. I don't have a 
Nordstrom charge card because I 
ant
 
a hard working, full -lime college 








Saturday,  I 










who the boss was supposed to be 
If I speak to someone she doesn't 
know  as I walk her to school, she'll 
tell










to  people 
I don't know. But they 




 her because 
she 










 She has so many friends. 
most of whom I don't know. 
She 
notices everything. She 
makes me notice things that I've 
walked past all semester  without re 
alizing they are there. Like the dui 
sirs
 beside the Art Building. 




 on campus'? 




 she's not 
a Zeta. 
She knows 




 And she 
love,
 
going to Greek 




 I love you 
and 
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1_11.111,  Gana 
Larne 
Jaclaon  










headed  to the
 
Valley  Fair 
shopping  




( which I had 
to 
goad 
him  into 
letting  
me 




 I was 
helped  very 
nicely
 by the 




buying  a 
total




 I had 
run out 
of. Then I 
was  
practically  
mauled by shoe clerks.
 It 
seemed  if I 
flashed that 
Visa, people came 
run-
ning.  Well, so 
much  for that 
day.
 
On Sunday. I again
 took a drive to 
Nordstrom. this 
time dressed in 
jeans.
 my Reeboks. and 
a sweater. 
The jeans 




new, and the 
shoes only barely 
scuffed. I headed to the Clinique 
counter 
again  only to be "politely" 
ignored. Same 
thing  happened at the 
shoe 
department.  Not one person 
came to me unless I was the only one 
there then I couldn't be ignored. 
I just wanted to 
know
 if this has 
happened to anyone else'? Maybe to-
gether 
we 
can do something 
about  
this "practice" 
of lack of it. 









when  you so "tear-
fully" decided 






























ple that I 
can see 
doing that

























when  I met you last 




 an effort to knovs 
who 
our new athletic director  
was.
 1 
introduced  myself as a proud 
Spartan
 
field hockey player. I had
 a lot of re-
spect for you
 but now that's all gone. 
I can't have 
respect
 for someone 






















the chain of conmiand.
 hut you made 





Mr. Hoffman, the last thing I must 
tell you is 
that






































and studying for finals) for 
anodic' 
college to attend. Unfortunately . 
Mr. Hoffman. you failed to recall/ 




Starting at only $20.00 
Over 100 personalities to choose 
from 















any  ccrasiai 10° t, off wth this ad 












to enjoy the rewards 
of a higher 
education!
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nue that as an iti 
it/111111g  Sellh/f. 
1111P4
 Still/OIS will 











because  they 
%%Mild 
rather in-










 cut, I 
would 
again  like 
to thank you for
 


















































America.  Mr. 
Avail' 
warns  Katarina 
Jonholt
 







































































Wishes  You 
Good Luck on Finals
 & 































 Planning and Placement 
4 Chi Pi Sigma 
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 and Services 
10. 
Alpha Tau Omega 
AND SPECIAL THANKS TO ALL THE 
INDIVIDUALS WHO 
DONATED  THEIR TIME,  
Photoraphere. 


























Men's golf sends 
players 
to NCAA 
Its Iviiiiiter I roman 
Daily 
stall  writer 
Two SJSU men's golf mem-
bers will be 






 June N-11 at the 
North  
Ranch Country Club 
hosted by 
the University





 Singer and sopho-
more Mike 
Foster will be the
 only 
Spartans on the 











"But  in our 














Fresno  backed 
out."  
The Spartans  took
 a sixth place 
finish
 in the PCAA champion-
ships after 
senior
 Drew Hant was 
disqualified 
for lack of verifica-
fion of his third round totals. 
SJSU was
 leading after the sec-

















 at that level."
 
Singer 
and Foster placed them-
selves on the 
all -conference  first 
(earn list, and 
with
 four others 





had  his best 
showing  of 
the season 
with a second place
 































golf  coach 
of 205, eight
 under par. 
 'He took second
 
by one 






at the Wolf 
Pack
 









with nine strokes over par
 at the 
USF 
Collegiate Invitational. 
shooting a 222. 




 season averaging 75.1 
and 75.9, respectively. 
"They 
both  have a good 
chance for 
a good showing." 
Schwendinger
 said. "Foster had 




 and do the 























in the high jump 
was  
inadvertently  omitted. 
His  
















owner Bob Lurie 
, 
considering  a site 
near
 
















it's very exciting." 
Lurie said "It 
in 
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 CRYSTALS. NATURAL 
EARTH STONES FOR 
 NEW 
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with  Kaplan's NCLEX prep you won't. 
Kaplan's NCLEX prep is the only course that 






will expert nurses work
 with you in 
small  clasws, but you 
can
 also review at your 
own 
pace
 with our Test-N-Tape  series. 
All review books are provided.
 Plus, with a 
Kaplan ID 
card, you can study at any one of 
120 centers nationwide! 
Tuition is only $195 and comes with  a money-
back guarantee' 
We




 Kaplan's NCLEX prep is the fastest cure 
for nervous nurses. 
'First 
time test takers I rom occredsed 
nursing schools who (ail to pos,t1 
NUE X con 







KAPIAMIDUCAT1ONAl  CINTIR LTD 
(415)849-404464 SHATTUCK SQUARE BERKELEY
 
(916)753-4800 
204 F STREET DAVIS 
(415)921-1115 10 
MAGNOLIA
 AVENUE LARKSPUR 
(415)327-0841 300 
HAMILTON AVENUE PALO ALTO 
(115)546-4100
 50 FIRST STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO 
(707)329-5315 
475 HILL STREET RENO 
(408)429-6524 1370 MISSION STREET SANTA CRUZ
 
The  worlds leading 
test

































has  been 
se-





























Under  Coach 
John 
Hubbell,  




















regard to the selection of his top 
player  as one





said that "he 




















































































maintains  his locus.
 If he 
can 
do
 that, I 



















things  can 
happen.'' 
Allen still







March  but 
It 
shouldn't












 said. "Great play-
ers
 play with 
injuries. 
"I'm still a step slower on the 
court right now 
(due to the 
injury)."  
said Allen. "I'm trying to 
do
 every-












































 takes over." 
Coach





humid  weather  that will 
confront  
them in Georgia and
 is 
making certain 









sure  you are in top 
shape. The 
guys that are in the best shape ssili  
fair 
the  best." Hubbell 
said.  "I just 
want
 to make




proud  of the 
fact  that he 
was 











 is a positie
 
statement
 of how 
he feels 
about  his 
tennis and the 






 I have to be 
incredibly  posi-
tive. I've
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 FORD TRUCKS 
will give 
you up to $900
 Factory 
Rebate 
to be used as a 
down


















 Eligible trucks 
include
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Weft













780 E. BROKAW RD. AT 
880,



























 so call daily. 
Instantly  updated. 
Open
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NCAA finals  
by one spot and 
he still 
hasn't gotten over it. 
"I 
missed  it by one 
spot,"  he 
said. "It screwed me up." 
This year 
Allen is more 
optimistic  
and doesn't plan 
to lose right away. 
At least not in the 
first round. 
"I don't plan









me,  he 
said.  


















sport and SJSU 
recognition at the na-
tional level.
 
"SJSU hasn't had too 
much tennis 

























































well.   








the Davis Cup 
team.  
Coach Hubbell
























































































SANTA  CRUZ 
SUMMER
 
SESSION    
Session 
1 June 20 July 
22 
Session 2 July 




transferable  UC 
credits 
 I Ivo and 
study  amid towering 
redwoods 
 Free catalog available 





 Unit, Santa Cruz, Ca 95064 
cittni  Randy 
SUMMER
 LANGUAGE  
INSTITUTE 
JUNE 20 - AUGUST
 19 





 Transferable UC credits 
ARABIC,  CHINESE, FRENCH,
 GERMAN, ITALIAN, 
JAPANESE,
 KOREAN,




L. (408) 429-2525 
(Lee)
 




107 Classroom Unit, Santa Cruz, 
Ca







 Large and Small 
Parties  
 Weddings


















































































































































































down  Ito 
the 
tournament)






































































 a par five. 
SJSU
 had a com-
fortable
 three
-shot lead. And when 
Turman's
 
Dottie  Pepper-Mochrie 
birdied
 
and  the Spartans' Anne Jones 
bogeyed with a 
clutch  15 -footer, 
the  
team of Lofland.












day  in my life" by one shot. 
Gale 




fun," Gale said. "But I 
w:int
 us to 
win it again. 
It




 for the team, 
me and the 
university
 



























 as if the 1987-88
 season 
would  




 in three 
newcom-








 and build a com-
petitive
 team again. The combina-
tion 
worked.







Freshman Hurst has paid off the 
highest























 has come on strong. 
"She has played 
extremely well in 
the latter part 
of
 the season. ' Gale 
said. "She 
should
 be an All-Ameri-
can 
candidate,  but with the way the 
team is 
selected,  it'll 
be a slim 
chance.
 
After  finishing 





and  tying for 11th at 
the  Earl 
Stewart 
Mustang Round -Up in 
early 
April, 
Hurst  has taken the 
top  indi-
vidual  honors at the
 last two tourna-
ments. 
At
 the April 18-19 
PCAA Cham-
pionships 
in El Toro, 
Hurst  shot a 
224 




 strokes. Then she 
went
 to the 
California
 Collegiate 
Tournament  at 
Stanford 
on May 8-9 and 
had a 
three -round 
score  of 220. the best 
score recorded
 this year by a 
female  
SJS11  golfer. 
"She has
 progressed as quickly as 
you 







 leadership from 
Dana and 
Julie 




"Pat is an 







 she is the 













Excel  GL 5-door 
Cassette stereo One at 
this 
price  ID 278780 
755 West Capitol Expwy., San Jose  
448-6000  
All prices








 ends close of business 5120188 
bassador
 a San Jose State team has 
ever had. She has nothing but
 praise 
for this school.'' 
Philbrick,
 who was ineligible dur-
ing the fall semester, has also proven 
to be a valuable asset. 
A transfer student front Chabot 
Community
 College
 in Hayward. 
Philbrick is coming to 
the NCAA fi-
nals with the 
highest  finish of the 




 to her potential 
in the latter part of the 
season  that we 
thought  she had." Gale said. "She 
is one of the 
most
 powerful hitters in 
collegiate golf. 




Ammaccapane, who was the 
No. 
5 golfer on the team. was injured
 in 




 she was riding 
her scooter 
and has not returned to the team. The 
sophomore transfer
 front Arizona 
State suffered a compound 
fracture
 
of her right leg 
and  a broken wrist. 
"Her cast came off 
her leg last 
week
 and she is making progress," 
Gale said. "We hope 
she will be 
back next year, but it is doubtful
 that 
it will be any 
sooner
 than the first of 
the year."
 
Senior Rene Van Fossen, who re-
placed Philbrick during the fall, 
filled in for Ammaccapane 






after the Mustang Round -Up Tour-
ney.  
Her departure left 
the No. 5 spot a 
question mark. For the 
champion-
ship, the slot will be manned
 by 
freshman
 Tamara Willis. 
Gale said 
the biggest difference 
between
 last year's squad and this 
season's has 
been that No. 5 spot. 
"We were 
much stronger last year 
with 
Nancy there. The 
loss of 
Dina 
left us a void," Gale said. "We have 
to be more conservative now in the 
early rounds." 
Willis was 
brought  in from the ad-
vanced golf class and was 
planning  











-round score of 
260.
 good for 34th

















 who was named 
PCAA 
Player of the Year, has finished no 
lower than 17th this year and won 
the Patty Sheehan Invitational in 
February.  
"Dana will
 make the All -America
 
team again and the academic 
All. 
Americateam,"




 we like to see in a 
student -athlete. 










































































 Pair of sale socks 
With any $10  
put 
chase























































































 years, San 
Jose City 
College  
has put San 
Jose  on the 








does, too. Make 
your career
 just as 















 Now, more than everwhere 
the action is 






























































 This is 







DIRECTOR  OF OFFICIALS 
You 
have experience as an official and are knowledgeable 
in
 a variety of 
sports  
Your 













You are a leader and can motivate others 
$5 05 per hour 15-20 













will  be responsible














records. You are organized, assertive, ?rid 
have knowledge of A.S.L.S. programs 
$4.65 per hour 15-17 hours
 a week 
INTRAMURAL  SPORTS SUPERVISOR 
You
 have experience in sports as a league director and
 sports 
official  gnd  you 




training,  supervising, and 





 You are 
mature, 
















































































































































































your're  already 
committed  







in your future, 






looking  for 
graduates 
with BS, 









































94088.  Or call Stella 
directly  at 
(408)  749-
3257, or 
TOLL  FREE at (800) 
538-8450,  ext. 
3257.  
















































 to hit the 
ball long. 
We are an 
experienced 
team,  even with Pat as a 
freshmen,  
since she 
is a proven winner,"
 Gale 
said. "We
 also got along well
 on the 
road, which
 is not 
always






plained. is the team's 
ability  of not 
being afraid to shoot low scores. 
"Some people are afraid to win,' 
he said. "They think they are 
doing 
too 
well.  They might then 
bogey  a 
couple of holes. 
They get out of their 
comfort zone." 




 the season 
didn't stan off on a high note. 
Before departing for the New 
Mexico State Roadrunner Invitation 
al in September. the Spartans had 
two setbacks. First, 
Rails was in-
jured in an automobile accident. She 
was not seriously hurt
 and made the 
trip, but dropped out after 
the  first 
round. Then Philbrick was ruled 
in-
eligible. That added up to 
a 14th  
place finish out of 18 teams. 
But 
Gale wasn't worried. 
"I
 knew
 Denise would 
be eligible 
(in 
the winter)." Gale 
said. -I was 
concerned,  but not overly 
so. I knew 
the talent
 we had." 
So now 
the 1988 PCAA 
Coach ot 
the Year 
will take his squad
 to Las 
Cruces,
 New Mexico 
to face the na-
tion's best 






against  the top
 
teams  in the country






 two seniors 
who have won
 
it (the title) 
before." 
 






































































 6 - June 24 
Six
-week  






now at EVC Admissions








Yerba  Buena 
Road  





























a multiple choice 
qua you 
really cant fail In fact. it may even improve 
your G PA 




computers?  Or one 
o(our  Macintosh SE personal computers? 
The answer, of course, depends. 
[(you've been holricsit for that 
eer-elusise combination of 
performance
 
and affordability youll very  y want our 
Macintosh Plus. It has 
one  full megabyte of 






Translated, that means the 
Macintosh Plus can plot a statistical formula 
or repaginate a 
report in the time a took you 
to read this 
sentence 
But -if you truly want to expand 
your horizons -we suggest the Macintosh SE 
it has all the attribute 
tithe  Plus, plus a little 
more Like one megabyte 
cl
 RAM.expandable 
to four megabytes A walloping 
256K  of ROM 
As well as an expansion slot that lets you 
custornee the system kr your particular needs 
And to ensure you have plenty
 of 
space for your growing intellect, the SE Oyes 
you
 a 
choice  cf two storage options Either 
two built-in
 ROOK disk drives Or one built-in 
800K  disk drive  along with an internal 
20 -megabyte
 hard disk 
Soeven if yourterm 
paperbegins
 to 
reach epic proportions, you can rest assured 
you'll haNe 
room for the whole 
thing.
 All se 
hundred 
footnotes  included 
lb learn 
more,  visit your campus 
microcomputer
 center They'll 
gladly
 
answer  any questions, including the one your 
parents will ask 
How much? 
11,The 
power  to be 
your  best' 
P. 
,...ten0
 4 po elstottdopondt., 
Mac 
SE





$30.00,  and $40.00 
thruogh May 31, 1988 
 





 to. oh am/ rip.,., ..w
 
Ono *WO, 
IffahnIMIC0  1p0, 





















and  his scoring 
touch,  with the Edmonton 
Oilers 
heading  into the Stanley 
Cup fi-
nals. 
"It definitely has been frustrat-
ing 
for me here," said Courtnall,
 
one of four former Boston players 
who will be in the FAlmonton 
lineup
 when the Oilers face the 






 a late -season ac-
quisition from the Bruins along 
with 
goaltender  Bill Ranford in a 
trade that sent goalie Andy Moog 
to Boston. 
Courtnall spent the 
rest of the 
regular season
 trying to get ad-
justed to the 




 playoffs trying 
to score
 a goal. 
"I 
haven't  exactly 
burned  it up 




 a big adjustment. I 
was 
getting a lot of shots 
off the wing 
(with
 Boston). 


























MacTavish are the 
other 
former  





 coaching side is 
Ted Green,  a 
former Boston








memories  of 
wearing black
 and 
gold are as 
vivid as 
black  and 
white.
 








"I have a lot
 of friends 
there  and 
was 





 I was 
more 
excited for 
them when they 
beat 
Montreal 




because  I was part
 of the 
team that





 Courtnall is 
surprised  
to see the












































































out  and 
take 
the  body 
like
 they 
always  do. 
But 





 room. I 
felt
 at the start 
that 
we 





























them  now "just an-
other 
team  in our 
way."  
"It's 


























 Mini Storage is: 
'Conveniently located - 
I mile from SJSU 
'Clean  - Well lighted 
- Security 
-Open Monday through 
Saturday  8am - 7pm 
Sunday I Oam - 6pm. 










Security  deposit 






















































































































































































 John J. 
Rossi. 
If the test 









 blood being 
given to recipients," said Rossi. By 
directly detecting how much genetic 
information 







present in a person's
 blood or body 
tissues, the 
test also would help sci-
entists 
study  the effectiveness of ex-
perimental
 drugs in 




The test is similar, but more sensi-
tive and





Cetus  Corp. of 
Emeryville. Calif., 
and the national 
Centers
 for Disease Control in 
At-
lanta. said Rossi,




developed  the new test. 
Using  





its test in 
January 




 by a billionfold
 the 
amount of 
genetic information from 
AIDS 






the  presence of 
100 
molecules of AIDS virus to he de-
tected
 in an infected person, even if 
that 
person  




 the virus. 
The existing 


















people  who haven't 
developed
 








 transmit the 
virus during 





that  means 
about one 
in 40,000 








 (AP)  Treating jaw pain 
has become "a con 







 according to 
some spe-
cialists who say souse 
treatments used have little 
scientific  basis. 
TMJ,  a disorder of 







 during the 
past 
five years,










 of the 















 one ii) 
es av seven Americans
 















caused  by 
TMJ  may 





 to see a 















facial  pain 
program.  
'Most problems
 of the 









someone  is told 
they need 
surgery
 or that they 
need 
to





seek a second 
opinion,-  Cohen said. 
UPTOWN NAILS 











Acrylic  Nails 


















 the new tests can detect 
the presence of 
the AIDS virus 
within a few days after a person is 
infected.
 
The Cetus test amplifies and de-
tects deoxyribonucleic acid, 
or 
DNA, from the AIDS 
virus. DNA is 
the hereditary blueprint that orders 
construction of proteins in all cells. 
Rossi said his is more sensitive be-
cause it 
amplifies and detects the 
AIDS virus' more plentiful ribonu-
cleic 
acid. RNA transcribes the 
in-
herited information from DNA to 
help make proteins. 
Rossi said the test also contains 
built-in controls, lacking in the 
Cetus test, to make it 99.9 
percent  
accurate in 








Symptoms of TMJ can include severe pain on 
the side of thc face and head, headaches, tender-
ness in the jaw area, popping or clicking noises in 
the jaw, limited jaw function, pain when eating or 
speaking,  and 
toothache.
 
Correct diagnosis and treatment of TMJ and 
facial pain 
require
 medical knowledge of nerves. 
muscles, bones, blood vessels, joints of the head 
and neck,
 and the teeth. 
"Now we know that although malocclusion 
can be one contributing factor, the condition can 
have many causes. The experts don't even know 
everything
















Value   
Reputation  
Call 
Ron Ron  Zaplawa
 
or




































































































stuns suburban neighbors 
LITTLE ROCK,
 Ark. (AP) - 
Neighbors
 noticed something 
un-
usual about a cat peeking from 
the window of 
a suburban house, 
beginning with its size. 
"About like a 
medium-sized  
German shepherd," David 
West-
brook,








 was clearly no ordinary 
house cat.
 Zoo officials 
declared  
the 70 -pound
 feline to 






 the Bengal and 
Si-
berian breeds. 
"It's very docile, and in good 
health," Westbrook said. "We 
didn't have any problems with it. 
We just went 
into  the house, put 
out a crate, 
called
 from behind 
one end of the crate, 
and the tiger 
stepped






















































































For business or pleasure 








 Huge assortment off briefcases
  Fine quality luggage 






all "Scully- distressed luggage 
only.  
Oakridge Mall. San 














offers  savings 
on deferred

































 or drop 
below 






























































































































































 to -4 
be 
0.T...See,




























































































Great  Journalist) 
McLane:  
Congratulations on your blast through SJSU! - 
Knock 'em 
dead in Grad School! 
Love,  






























 love tjou so much!
 
114 
Mom,  Dad, Lance
 






















It's not a 
"STRIKE  OUT 
or
 a "FLY OUT' 
for you. 

















the  "Seventh Inning 
Stretch" is 
over and we hope you 
will  have many "Hits" and no 





throw  "Curves", just 
"Bunt"  if you have to, 
as a "Single" 
can  be as 
important
 as a 
'Triple"  or "Grand Slam". Try 
to limit your "Errors" 
as you can only have a few "At Bats" per
 "Game" 
per




 Always try to work with "GIANT" 
enthusiam.  
Remember, it's not the  "Final Score" or 
the money made that show 
you are a success, it's "How 
you play the Game". Whatever your 
"Game Plan", always 
remember
 the "Huffman" team loves you and is 
"Rooting"
 for you through every inning. 
- - - 
- , 














































I knew you 





































on your Graduation. 
Love
 
 -Mom :,isenny 
 






























































































































We are glad, we 





































Love, Dad, Mom, 
GratfIlv*P
 

































































You've come a long way, BABY!! 
Con 
ratulations
 Eva. Love, Mom and 
Dad 
CONGRAT'S
 TO THE AD 
STAFF  ART DEPT.! 
Kaaren, Kyle,
 Ida, Stacy, Lisa, Charene, Richard,
 Mary, 
Kristine, 
Shicla,  Benny, Stacy (Masfie), Jon, 
and  Cindy! 
Thanks 









SPARTAN  DAILY 
ART 
DIPFmr)R
 aRAIIIIATES  




graduating for the 
second
























- You've come a 
 

















Released from State of 
California  School System 
Few will 
forget  the 






 a minor,  began her stay
 in the 
California 
School  System (SCSS)
 Loud were the 
protestations






eighteen years of her sentence and 
despite good behavior,
 all 
requests  for 





a beautiful young woman, was 
asked  to 
comment on her 
sojourn  in the SCSS. this she
 refused to do, 
however, when asked
 how she felt about 
being on the 
outside she stated,
 -FREEI'. 
The releasee s 
parents,
 Joe and Karen
 
Sprenger,  a 
couple  
obviously






 s return to society. We 
love  her and we Ere sure 

























are a winner! 
We love you. 
Lr
 /Intl flrin  
IT'S






















































































































































ore  so 






















 Dad, Jr, 
Marisa  

































































































Knew you could  do it. 
Remember, 
the best is yet
 to 
come. 
P.S. I've got two champagne 
glasses waiting with our 





































or come in 














 WAIT, OFFER 
EXPIRES



















 drink or a 















Rotisserie  Restaurant  Bakery 
Reservations  
408.252.5311  408.252.ToGo 
21255 Stevens 













Carol T. and Leah C, 
Cony/Wu/at/ors/ 
am so proud of 
yc 



















 - - 










 a long 









 proud - Pops - Carol - 
-Cheryl - 
Cara  - Chris - 







for  being 
such




























DID  IT! 




OLIVIA  A . 
FLORES  
CONGRATULATIONS - WE'RE 
PROUD 
LOVE 
























































The first 20 years 







































































































































































 "stop the 
explosion.  
the epidemic
 of lie 















































































"Camelot,"  Brad Hawk-
ins 
played the role of 
King Pellinore.
 Due to a 
reporter's error, the role
 
was attributed to another 
If you notice an incor-






















After  16 published books,
 over 70 
journal 
articles  and 31 
years  of ac-
claimed 
teaching  and 
administrating.  
Charles Burdick, dean of the 
school
 
of social sciences, is retiring. 
Burdick




movie  adapted 
from 
one 
of his books. He plans to finish seve-
ral books and continue writing. 
He is considered a leading aca-
demic 








 is a pillar of the 
University, the leading teacher and 
scholar at San Jose State," said 












known . . . and I've known a few." 
said 
Samuel
 Henry, associate dean 
of school of social sciences. 
His books, most concerning the 
history of Germany and war, have 















 as dean. 
Rut more 
than that, he 
is known 
for
 his caring. 
"He's  always cared 
about his stu-
dents.
 He's cared about 
the institu-
tion.
 He's cared about the faculty.
 
He's  always been above 
the petti-
ness, turfdoms and other 
academic  
wars,"  Henry said. 
He saved one student, Chantale
 
Hansen,
 a senior 
majoring  in psy-
chology, from continuing
 in a class 
she did not want, but the 
teacher
 
would  not let her 
drop.
 
"He's a very supportive, empa-
thetic, man who 
cares more about
 
the students than 
about  red tape," 
Hansen  said. 
Asked 



























describe him as 




 said.' I'm a lot more sin-
cere than I am 
successful."  
"He's  got an incredible 
record
 of 
scholarship," said Robinson, "and 
an 
even
 more incredible record 
of 
being humble about it. 
"He does good deeds quietly. 
There are few







As a student you will be joining 
thousands  
of others in the job hunt this 
summer.
 
Why not let 
TIMESAVERS/IPPS  help you 
explore



















South San Jose 365-7777 
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the  purchase 














Center  in the 









world. He's definitely a 
winner." 
said Robinson. 
During his many years on campus 
he 
has  been admired and respected 
by his students. In 1987, the book, 
"War, Revolution and Peace: Es-
says in Honor of Charles B. Bur-
dick," a collaborative effort of for-
mer students and faculty, was 
presented 
to
 him for his 60th birth-
day. 
He has won recognition and many 
awards.
 
Twice he was voted Outstanding
 
Professor of the California State 
University system.
 He was named 
President's
 Scholar in 1975. Three 
times he has 
been
 the recipient of 
Fulbright-Hays
 grants. Twice he has 
received 
fellowships from the Hoo-
ver 
Institute  at Stanford. And three 
times,
 he has been named fellow of 
the 
Alexander  Von Humboldt Foun-
dation.
 
In spite of these 
accomplishments  
and 
offers  of more  money 
and pres-
tige at other 
institutions. Burdick has 










 here at his alma muter all 
these years 
because
 of his love of 
this institution," Robinson said. 











 was still 
a 
small 










that  time. 
And 
he
 is sad 
to he leaving. 
'I'm grateful to have 
known hundreds of 
students. I don't 
know if that's an 
accomplishment, 





































West  Capitol Expwy, 

















































































Talent  Agency 
2nd Place  






 for two) 

















ALL  DRINKS 










































 it out 
Tuesday












saying  his 







God  had 
called




















elderly care, saying, 
"These  
are the choices 
we've got to 
make,  and 
we








the  Social Security
 sys-
tem. declaring that for many 
elderly 





 dignity and poverty .   
Robertson. rejoining the net-
work








called  you, why 
didn't you 
win'.' Well, there's 
no
 doubt in 




 Lord led me to 
do 
this.   
Republican 
nominee -to -be 
George  Bush 
was on the West 















his staff to 




involving  Nicaragua's 
Con-
tra rebels.




 to express 
his 
feelings on the











that's not fair or true." 
Dukakis,  




vored to win the
 contest in Ore-
gon, which offered a prite 
of 45 
delegates. But Jackson, who 
campaigned
 persistently and pas-
sionately in the 
state, was making 
a final 
appeal  for votes
 Tuesday. 
A 
poll taken last month gave 
Dukakis a wide lead in Oregon. 
but 





the  state. 
"I want to win in Oregon ... 
and take that momentum to ('ali-
fornia." Jackson said on a pri-
mary -eve 
stop in Eugene, Ore. 
California's contest, 
three  weeks 
away, is the 
granddaddy
 of all 
primaries,  with 314 delegates. 
Bush, who was campaigning 
in 
California, told a rally at Califor-
nia State University at Fresno on 
Monday night
 that he couldn't 














attention to the presidential cam-
paign this year than in 1984, 
accord-
ing to a survey 
published  in The 
Ness York 
Times. 











future,  particularly the 
economy.  
















were paying a kit of
 attention to the 
presidential race has 
been
 consis-
tently higher than at the same time in 
1984. and at least as high as 
1980, 















Thirty  percent of the 
registered  
voters 




 lot" of attention 
to the 1988 
presidential  campaign,














'88 GRADUATES PAY 
ONLY 























Ask for Dirk 
Welzien. 
775 West 
Capitol  Expwy., 










 to prior 
&ale 
- - - - 
-Peel  sees eareleded Oder ends 
cieseatbusiness  SOON 
.1 
_re 
A similar survey  
in
 late April 
1984 found 23 percent of the adults
 
interviewed said they 
were
 paying 
close attention to the race 
that  even-
tually pitted Democrat Walter
 Mon -
dale against incumbent President 
Reagan. A February poll that year 
found lb percent paying "a lot" 
of 
attention.  














 General John Van de 
Kamp, 
criticiiing
























 targeted the 
insur-
ance industry and their contributions
 
to legislators on 
Monday while 
urging 
Californians  to pass a June
 7 
ballot 
initiative  that 












 an estimated  
$2.7
 
million  over 









 to the initiative 
process.  said 
Van  de Kamp.
 himself 
a 





 anyone of 
criminal conduct, but I ant saying 
(money) is a pervasive influence that 




Roberti, a  Democrat, 
retorted  in a 
statement. "And it also is difficult 
for the Attorney General to act 
against trial attorneys when he re-
ceives
 enormous contributions from 
them," 
Spokesmen lOr 
other  influential 
































































FOR 3 MONTHS 
FOR 
QUAUFIE0  BUYE 
#1 College 
Graduate  Degree 
Now 
available  to qualified college
 graduates: 
Pontiac  
will make your 
down 
payment  
up to 5% of the
 cash 
selling price  and you 




months on such 






















































 Pontiac. pays op 
to





























 that Van de Kamp 
has received





contributions over the past year. 
much of it front the California
 Trial 
Lawyers Association. 
"I think it's hypocritical
 for 
him 
to single out 
an industry as an exam-
ple 
oh  one






 as a 
mouthpiece








in the form of healthy 
cau. 




Weibe, spokesman for the 
Alli-
ance of American Insurers. 
The attorney general could not'be 
reached














 FRI 9 AM - 
6PM, 
SAT 8AM 




















  PERMANENT 
 Part-time & 
 
Hundreds  of Jobs 
 Bonus 
Programs  












 Level or 
Experienced 
 Major Silicon Valley Employers 
 No Fee 
Cha.ged  
Clerical. 
Secretarial,  Industrial. 
Accounting.  ; 
Word Processing,
 Technicians, General 










 De La Cruz Blvd. 3396 Stevens Creek
 

































































































































































































day  of July,
 I will 
know." 
4 


















 as best 
athlete  in 
























 San Jose to 
train with 
,Olympic





study  business fi-
nance at SJSU 
because  it's close to 
his 
mentor.  
"He is the 
best," says the
 stu-









 Los Angeles in 1984
 -- both for 
discus
-throwing. 
Before coming to San 
Jose,  Jime-




 Wilkins. After speaking 
with  
the Olympic champion, 
Jimenez'  
aunt
 in Florida arranged for 
her 
nephew
 to train with him. 
"And then
 the big dream was 
true," says





















hours a week, the 
athlete studies grammar,
 oral and 
reading 








 San Jose 
as "quiet and 












 where he lives. 
"You
 
feel friendship  
(there).
 It's
 a really 
nice 






describing  it 


















support  of 
his family, 
the  athlete is glad






 is the 
best 
place





offers less in 
education.
 




all  the limtitations." 





ing with Wilkins. he 
must still find a 
nearby
 school with a track team. A 
scholarship,





 think of the United States as 
number one."
 he says. "And then 
you come 









































































































































































































Underground leaders of a five -
month -old uprising have urged 
Pal-
estinians to make the holiday one of 
"national mourning" for the 190 
Arabs killed in the rebellion. 




in Gaza and the vil-
lage of Azmut in the West Bank and
 
13 people were wounded. 
The army said an officer was "se-
verely scolded" and another soldier 
given a suspended 
jail  sentence of 35 





























































































 finals. The 
hours are:
 







Sat.,  May 







May  26  5pm 
Free 


























 CREDIT FOR YOUR 
COLLEGE ACHIEVEMENTS!
 
 NO DOWN PAYMENT 
through




 up to 
5% of the cash 
selling  
price  







 YOU ARE 
ELIGIBLE
 















derogatory  credit. 






 that can be 
applied
 towards 



















































ASUNCION, Paraguay (API --
Pope John Paul II, in one of his ster-
nest lectures to 
a head of state. told 
President
 Alfredo Stroessner that the 
granting of human
 rights "is not a 
question 
of
 political convenience." 
In an 
address  Monday night to  
Stroessner, top government aides 






 for human rights 
...  stems from 
the 
dignity of the person
 by virtue of 
his  condition as a creature of 
God.
 
Stroessner, 75,  has ruled 
Para-
guay 
since  a coup
 in 
1954. 
The pope also 
defended  the 
church's role in 
social causes, say-
ing, 
"You  can't 
corner  the 
church in 
its  temples." 
Today, the 
pope met for an 
hour 
with I .(XX)  
priests,
 nuns and semina-
rians, then left 
by car for a Mass 
with 






 people 1(X) miles southeast of 
the 
capital. 
In his meeting in the National Ca-




must give preference in their 
ministries to the poor "who in Para-









"So many peasants. laborers and 
workers  without 
employment 
or 
being exploited lack their
 badly 
needed bread." John Paul said.
 
John Paul flew from 
Peru
 to Para-
guay,  the last stop on 






































So don I let the 















(En tit 4) 
South 
American  tour, and met 
pri-
vately 
with  Stroessner for 30 min-
utes before 





 was democratically 
elected and saying, "Here we don't 
suffer






















between the Stroessner 
government
 and the Vatican 
were 
strained last week 
when  Paraguayan 
authorities canceled
 a meeting be-
tween
 the
 pope and a Church -spon-
sored
 





 After talks with the 
Church, the government
 lifted the 








 to boycott the 
meeting  today. 
The pontiff arrived in 





 picked up a Roman
 Catholic 
priest.
 the Rev. Donald 
Bahlinger  of 
Baton 








 they left a downtown 
church in 
Asuncion, the 
capital.  People had 







































 the pontiff said: 
"It is the duty and obligation of 
political
 power to create and 
make 
posssihle
 those social conditions that 
favor the
 real and complete
 good of 
the person ... respecting the legiti-
mate freedom
 of individuals, fami-
lies and intermediate
 groups." 
He defended the 
church's  role in 
social causes. saying, "You can't 
corner
 the church in its temples." 
Speaking 
in Spanish, the multi-
lingual 
pope  said: "Respect
 for 
human rights













 of God." 








February  occurred "in an 
atmo-
sphere
 of order 
and civic
 maturity. 




STATE  SPECIALS 
? s 
"Friendly local service while 









.  .  aid with



























Up To 5 Ots 
muitgrade Quake, 















other luneiup utters Priceis tor 
L











































































































































































 - Paul 






 in a 
lac 4: on 
the November
 
ballot to make it a felony for a 
per-
son 

















have AIDS or 
who have tested 





Gann. w ho has 
AIDS. said peti-
tions he turned in Monday  to 
the 








He needs \ alid 
signatures 
of 
372,  - 
I'M 
registered voters












apparently  from 
a 
blood transtu, 
GET YOUR STUFF HOME
 
OR








 to and from San Jose area 








CALL EARLY TO RESERVE SPACE!
 
San  Jose area: 
(408)280-7587  









California's 10 year old spending limit, sponsored by 
Mr. Paul Gann, threatens to raise your 
tuition  
and increase student/faculty ratios. 
If 
we
 don't update the limit, education, police, 
senior health care, and other vital public services 
will be 
cut  almost $23 billion over the next 10 years. 
Mr. Gann agrees that his spending limit should be changed. 
But,
 he has 
joined with  private 
developers
 in proposing Prop. 72, 
a different change to the
 spending limit that 
will take more than $700 million away from education 
and other public services next year alone. 
We 








votes to update the spending limit. 
As faculty in The California State University, 
we are concerned about your education. 
If you don't fight for yourself, 





















































A company that calls itself New 




























new chance for this modern 
dance 
company is an upcoming 
con-
cert.  Thursday through Sunday at the 
San Jose 
Stage Company Theatre. 
Two 




 Ammerman and 
David 
Miller. will join forces
 with 
SJSU's University Dance Theatre 
and performers Karl 
Schaffer,  Eric 
Stern and Greg Lizenbery. 
New Dance's innovative 
streak is 
visible in a duet which 
will premiere 
at this weekend's concert series. 




 Talk to You." 





to be precisely 

























Dancers Animerman and Miller 
offer both crisp movement and vocal 
accompaniment
 in this 
work, which 
is designed to stretch the range of 
dance forms available in the area. 
Ammerman's role includes draw-
ing upon her ballet  and modem
 
dance background. She chants to 
help deliver the message of the 
dance. Ammerman's dialogue in-
cludes brief 
declarations
 such as 
"ah" and "no" woven throughout 
the duet. 
She says the 
music  adds 
a 
whole  
new dimension to the 
dance. 
"The  first part seems sweet and 
haunting, like a bitter sweet mem-







































 to." Keuter 
said.  
This  show 
will  differ 



















































































 Best Deal and 












 must De a college
 
senior  














 or a 
current





































































CAPITOL EXPWY, SAN 































































































































































forms  us 
to 
what  we 











































 to be in 














I- rant page I 
during the 
summer.  
"It was my 
choice and I'm glad. 
he said. "It's
 the only reason to stm 
in San Jose." 
Without  his pub job.
 





Southern  California 






 think it'll be 
busy  for the work 




















































 hours at the
 pub be-
cause she 
needs the money. 








hours will begin the 
Tuesday after finals and will go 
through the 
first day of classes of the 
; fall semesler. 
Afterwards,  the Pub 
will go 
back to its regular 
operating  
hours of I a.m. 
to










 to Valdez' com-
mencement
 









"feeling  great" about grad-
uation 
and 




 said his 
parents 
will 
host  a party after the cer-
emony. 
But






















West German,  said she 
never felt 













































 said graduating will 
be 
"weird, because 
for so long I've 
always had





 not having to 
think about 





Boyer  had 
times  when he 
felt like 





 what he 
wanted and why 




 off, he said. 
"The worst time 
was  when
 I was 







 "That was 
when  it was 
really
 
rough. I would sit in class 
and won-
der 'what
 am I 
doing  
here?' " 
Boyer  said he became 
more  moti-
vated when 
he decided he was at 
SJSU for himself and not for his 
par-
ents. 








He said he will stay
 with his 
pre-
sent job at Lockheed and may con-
sider entering an evangelical semi-
nary with plans for becoming a 
youth 
pastor.  
Schindler said she will pursue a 
public
 relations job with a firm or 
agency. 
The
 gowns that 













 hoods, capes, tassels and 
mortar 
boards, evolved from 
the at 
tire 




was  a religious cere 
mony of ordination. 
Today,
 the 
colors and designs symbolize the
 













Associated Students Business Office 
has job openings for 
Fall  '88. 
The  work-study positions 
require experience working 
with  money and 
public contact. Hours are flexible, 
Monday through Friday.
 8:30 - 4:30. 
Come Join Our Organization!
 
Apply today at Associated Students Business 
Office,
 located on the ground level of the 




























































1,r.rr  1, 




 First -Time Buyer's Program
 
 Special













































































studied. For example, 
green  symbol 
izes the 
School  of Applied
 Arts and 
Sciences,  gold the 
School  of Sci-









have  earned. 
The tassel is the smallest but per-
haps 
the  most important part of aca-
demic regalia. Traditionally, it is 
worn 
on the right 





mally confers the 
degree.
 The tassel 
is then 











Diplomas are mailed 
to
 graduates 
and  will not be distributed
 during the 
ceremony.
 Participants
 in the 
cere-
mony will 





 graduate in the summer
 of 
1987 
or in December 19147,
 or who 








Ramos has managed to overcome 
these kinds of 
struggles  and 
wants 
to 
help others. The club's logo is a 
mosquito  within a circle. He said 
the 
mosquito symbolizes
 the kid 
who  is 
trapped 




 the kids 
who walk
 in 
here  and 





















































scared go." Ramos said. He 
ex-
plains that they tear it because it is 
an unfamiliar world tor 
them.  
The dub, which has a branch in 
Morgan 
Hill.  adds
 about 250 nevi 
members a year. Since its inception. 
the club has had 
14.0114)
 members. Ra 




of sonic families 
Ramos. 
known  around the
 club as 
"Mimeo," 
meaning 
big mosquito i 
fully 
committed
 to his 
cre.ii
  
Being director of the Mosquito's I. 
seven-day  -a- week . lull -time
 job. 
"In 
the  almost 
20 years I've been 
director, I 






















8a.m.  - 7p.m. 
Friday
 
8a.m. - 5p.m. 





SHOPS  VAN 
May 20 
(Fri)  9a.m. - 4p.m. 
May 
23, 24, 25,26































 if the 





 someone who likes elevator
 music!)
 Someone  with 
energy,
 a sense 
of
 humor,  and 
the  ambition to 
take advantage
 of 
opportunities.  In 
short, someone
 who likes to 
work hard to 
get  
ahead,
 and still 
have  fun! (And 




 arc now 
open  for 
summer employment.




 in to our 
restaurant 
between  2-4 




with  one of our 
managers. 
4150 GREAT AMERICA PKWY, 
(North  off highway 101) 
Page  16 
Wednesday.




















 ramp providing 
access to the pixil
 









director  of the 
disabled student
 sers ices program.
 
began  petitioning 
for
 the ramp at the 
start of the Rec 
Center
 project. "Had 
we not,
 this never would 
have
 bech 






work ss ith 

















 found that disabled
 students 


















wheelchair  lifts, a 
ramp doesn't base 
to be operated by 
another person 
and  it won't break 
down. 
John Moore, president of the Dis-
abled Students Association, pointed 





ting in and out of a pool. 





into.  ' he 
said. 




cited.**  Moore said. "This
 is h far 











eral Guidelines for 
disabled  services. 
Schutter
 said. 
Schulter knows of no other pool in 
the CSL' sy stem that has a permanent 
ramp. 
Approval for the ramp had to he 
worked out at 
several
 






















else  was 
open  to 
suggestions,'
 























 the Fxsol 
will  he the 
most 
popular  



























































 and  
built."  
Moore  said. 
Matthew




 Joe Hutchinson 






From ikree / 
use 
the pool today. 
The free 
grand opening






sers ices, followed by 
music  by The 
Shockssases
 and the reggae 
band 
Mystic
 Youth, a 
performance










































































































 to wait. 
though,
 to use 



































CARLOS  ST 
OPEN 7 DAYS 









Come in today and 
work tomorrow! 
Work as much or 
as little as you want. 















coupon  in and ask about 


















  ,f 




Palo  Alto, CA 
94306  























































































 that the 
pool  is not 
yet  
insured  for use













-Friday  II 


















































 boards are 
insured.  
Communist  Part) to limit term of 
office
 
MOSCOW  (AP) A 
national  
Communist





 general secretary 
in what 






practice of lifelong ten-




lisovolik.  a 






























































Sendust Head Cassette 
Deck  with Dolby B & C 
Noise Reduction 
 DC  
servomotor  drive 











Compact Disc Player 
 20 -selection direct -
access programming 
 









COMPONENTS  & PORTABLES FOR LESS! 
Hear the power of Federated! Federated's huge 
buying  power means Big Savings for You! Everyday, you 
have the power to make your best deal 
at Federated on portables, audio components, Ns,





 battery back-up system 
 24
























































































 PRICES  GOOD THROUGH 
THURSDAY.  
JUNE 
16.  1911$ WI 
THUM












 all time, 
and,
 at under 850, 




Federated...  Your 
Mart  Connection. 
1E041SII0
 COTIVINHEECI 
IHrford  'of ....Ho 
...I es ur.  
ono. 012,,
 001 000  ce 
tloa . end ,C3 e 
cone.. a...o, oral ..aloo 
0-_.
 Ono stop 
.1.,< Ws.. Yoe 
owe. . 
c..eq 00...a. ceEar 
EAST
 TEMPS 
43 ? b. ...ow 
Iwo  IOW 
0. 





   cr. 
 nog






11 AM  
9 PM 
SAT. 
10 AM  9 
PM 
3 1 t 1 2 S U N .
 NOON















BEST PRICE  BEST 
SELECTION
















0.11.0. 411.11 MO Nr01.0 
Colawnie
 
















































































































































































































in the media 
in other coun-











































































 cuts led 









there,  he 
cooled



























































 in the depart-  
cry 















majoring  in journal- minorities








































 A Su- Law enforcement 
groups
 hailed 




 to search 
discarded
 garbage 
without a warrant 
may encourage 
law enforcement
 officials  to expand 
use of 
the unusual investigatory 
technique,  a civil rights organization 
says. 
"Now that the police know 
the  
way is clear, 
they
 may say, 'Gee, 
what
 a good idea,' " said Arthur 
















of the International 




 on or at the 





street are readily ac -
pleased."  
cessible 
to animals,  
children,  scav-
He said if the
 court 




 and other 
members
 






Justice  Byron. 
increased  
the difficulty 







vestigations.  It certainly would 
not 
expected to avert 
their  eyes
 from evi-




that  could 




have  been 
observed
 by any 
member 
Monday that the privacy rights of 
the 
public."




HAIR MODELS for 
advanced  twh 
class Monday-Thuredey-Fridey 
RAM
 Call for eppl 279-9694 
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We 
have plans
 with quality coverage 
at eftordable prices















 your teeth. eyes 
and
 money too For information  
and brochure see A S office or 
call (408) 3714811 







munity that values the indlviduol 
Search
 for





 CHURCH of 
San Jose 
otters
 creative eervices 
stimulating 
discussion,  
tunIties for social ection We 
Sr.
 
locoed at 1W N 3rd St Join us 





87 PL YMOUTH 
RELIANT
 IF. loaded. 









 PC -COM"  16-
M AT XT 
compatible.  and acces-
sories




218-1038  Special 8% 
off for 
SJSU  with 113 
FOR
 SALE 
THE BREAD  ROSES  BOOKSHOP Is 
a unique bookelere. 
specializing  
In
 book,  
on history. current 
events.
 labor. Black Americans. 
Chicanos. 
Aalen-AmerIcans. 
women, Marxism Written by 
Blacks, Chicanos, Asians. 
labor 
Whilst.. Monists We also 
have. 
111 English. Soviet texts in the so-
cial sciences 
You 
wont find our 





In the velNy In
 
addi-
tion we hove fiction and chil-
dren books
 locai.d a1950 S 
First  St. San Jo. 
(3 bike south 
of 
0260) Call 794-2930 for hwrs 



























54 75 hr and 






Santa Clete St . between




 $849  
hr
 Orly -
eta. Pizza A 
Go Go Must hove 
own car, 'neurone.. clean
 DRY, A 
be 18. full and 
part time Contact 
Michael. 135 W
 Santa Clots St 
between 3-5 PM 








Solid In owning 
their  own bull. 
noes We provide 
sales A man 
agemeot training  a 
gusranteed 
income  when qualified 
Call  David 
lecher
 or 









 and wands 
Various  duties. 
fleelble  
hours 
Cell Janet el 435.1344
 
"A:MYER SHIFT 












M. at 998-97 t 
I for application 





receptionist  to 





 part tiny p0-
































but  the pay A 
















CASHIERS, end busboys 
Marie Callendets
 is always 
looking 
tor 






teem Apply at 












 nationals with 
first 






political conditions in home coun-














Tx,  78205 or call 1800) 





businesses  and Inves-
tors seb foreign nationals with 
first hand 
knowledge  of eco-
nomic, business, scientific and 
politico' conditions In horn*
 coun-
try for consulting 
essletonee For 
Into  send
 resume to BCS 
Intl  
700 SI Marys PI . Sulle 1400. San 
Antonio. 
To








grt  eummer job No exp 
nee Call 
John
 at 744-1244 
LIFEGUARDS Seasonal A year round 












NOW HIRING   
LIFEGUARDS  SWIM 
INSTRUCTORS  Valid 
WS'  AD-
VANCED 
lifesaving CPR and firs1 
aid 
cerfificate  required 20-40 hrs 
we.. beginning 
June 20th Call 
257-7160 




*0 00 PR meow
 lot part time worn 
Contact 
Tort






















 Never a Noe Colt 
BEST Tern 
porary Services. 91471340 for do-
lelle 
Typlet  secretaries, 




















Apply et the 







RFD EYE Is looliIng for ssIstent man-
age. 
full
 time A part time 
in our 
local ewes Wall work around 
school schedule, but must have 2 
mornings a week opening *yell -



















ers Call 793-9608 
SCH001 IS almost out end summer
 is 
almost here Now
 is the time to 
find the perfect summer lob 
You
 no 
gonna  need money to 
reach the beech. & we ant your 
source If you can
 talk.
 we nave  
poeltIon
 for you We offer greet 
pay 
only fitylble 





working  environment For-
get
 all of your past telemarnefing 
esperiencee We heve  program 
that everyone empalhite 
with 
Come 


















SERVERS" F7 PT oecurity oft 
core-
 all shifts FT P1 evening 
process 
servers
 We will 
trein  
Apply 
In person Mon -Fri 
SAM -





shifts  ft pl 
$5 56 hr lo start Full benefits, no 
experience
 needed Apply VAN-
GUARD 
















 Tub. Division 
Requires




 ree or eguly 
plus 
ability. lift 50 lbs. hark 
ilft 0.4 
cate
 end California driver. li-
CCnfl
 
Must be U S cltisen Coll 




EARN Pen-Ilme or full time in. 
tome 
Make  calls on behalf of 
worthwhile 
eh/trifles  Hourly sal. 
ary end bonuses








 avg potential 
earnings much higher 
Build re-
n
um.  and earn collect. credit For 
Info 
call








 daily Must 
have ECE 
units,  good








 $200 WK POSSI-
BLE. DAILY



























hours  also 






 loose ends' Earn 
extra  
bias Inventory counters,  lilt pull. 
ert.  or stock 
clerys
 
00 short hum 
aseIgnments ROWE 
Call



















dulls  with autism
 & releted 
blithe.




morning,  at 
lernoons. weekends. A 
overnight
 















OPRS  on swing 























campus  no pets 
$595 mo Call 224.3939206-0640 
Lk... agent 
APT FOR





























upper  level 
students
 couple 
ok No smelting 
2977679 -Ill RPM  
RENT TO 











 pool. Hs 
curt! Story 
Road A McLaughlin 
639.500 Relocating






 CloSe to 
cernpus. 
large  clean bdot 2 WM 
apt, wfth 
secure 












335 S Bayarood 
Ave 
San
 Jose. cell 
217.7486  for 
oppolnliten1
 
I NEED  NFL
 Prl Any  
parson 










 P50 & 
wil 







 sish for Devld 
or
 
5600 10 P0 Rev
 51695 S J 
95151
 
JOSTENS RING WEEKS-May 18th 
through 213th Free Diploma 
Plaque nd Fr. Souvenir 
Tassel  
with 






LAST CHANCE TO RAGE' Delta Upsi-




Greeks  welcome and oh yeah 
don't forget your SJSU 
10
 
LITTLE MS DANGEROUS  
Sete  
wishing you  




yours  EGS   




 A bassist 60S. 
70 rwk standards Coll 
De. 






pert of  research project if you 
have had low  beck 
pain
 for more 
than 6 months
 and
 are 20-55 
years old, pies. call Poirner Col 
lege 









 ALL' Stop shaving. 
waxing.  
teetering or using 
chemical  depth -
tortes Let me permanently 
re-




 moustache. etc) 
15^. dlemount
 to students  end tin 
ulty Call before May 31 1986 and 








My Care Gwen 
Clarlgren  




Gone  Tomorrow 
ELECTROLYSIS  Professional  
HAIR 
removel,
 tii. only permanent 










 SUNRISE F TENT
 R 
Frame
 and lenses fforn 
137'  
D. 
Christopher Cabrera 0 D Owlity 
and Ns' service at striffnely low 
price
 Complete eye exam includ-
ing 
glaucoma  











by the loading designers 
Super  
lenee for high power Re 
Open 7 days a monk 
insurance  
and Medical are warmly
 0.1 -
corned
 SJSU students A WWI
 ii -
ways have 10% off Call for 
appt 






 We speak Vet 
name.. Spaniel. A Chine.
 
t EARN HOW TO EARN MONEY My 
assi.lance makes Moody Income 
possible
 Easy 


















































































































Pc ucE  , 
  













































































appointment.  phone 
(415)  862-
1020 
LEARN TO SPEAK RUSSIAN" It 
is 
important

















solved, tutoring by phone al eny 




NEED CASH FOR SCHOOL or to con-
solidate high
 interest credit 
cards^ L et Washington Square 
Feder.'
 credit
 Union help with 
an 
unsecured loan at 
1395.
 se-
cured loans and cds al. avail 
able 
Call
 947-72730, drop  by the 
office at 8th & Sen Salvador  
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES' Let me 
capture your wedding memo.. 
With quellty 
photos
 for Nes" Bud-
get and deluxe 
packages from 











 formerly of KSJS 
You've got 





Michel  Productions 
provides
  wide 
variety
 of music 
or
 your 
wedding. perry or donee 
at 
reasonable  rates Call 
Desiree 
or Pftil at 749-2120 or 922-7359 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT"
 40% OFF for 
student. from 
1st of May -30th of 
June  °pikers 
1020




RESEARCH  SERVICES 
Academic 
awsis  assistonce 
Ghostwriting






























fessional  typist' 
Al
 90 words  
minute 10.0 make all your papers 
look
 end BE their best in no 
time 
at 
all' Hriy rates Student dis 
count P -U & deilvery  Avail 






EDGEABLE in typing 
that





51 50 per peg* 
double spaced 
Available seven deys weekly 
Oulck  turnaround 
All
 work guar 
enleed
 Thank. 

























 & cover letters I look 







8 30 a m 00 pm - Jane 251-
5942 




















 college  grads So call us 
with 
papers
 reports theses (es 
peclally sc 
lone.) etc at 251-0449 
ACADEMIC TYPING WORD PROCE 
RFSSING 
Thesis ivory  ape-
claity F.perience
 counts' Group 
papers










Chrystei  .1 9234401  
APA FORMAT,  term paper.  thesis wel. 
corned 10 were typing word pro -




Very competitive rotes 








CAL l LINDA TODAY. Avoid the rush' 
Reserve
 now for your term 
po-
per. group protects theses etc 
Professional  word proceeeIng.
 
In..





'lotion  avalleble *Walden
-
Brenham area 7 days week
 Call 
264.450i  
DO YOURSELF A FAVOR' 
Tele ad-
vantage of our eporliee Top sec 
reterial service for all your 
WORD  





 bum papery. thews We 











your  MO Speelal discount 
tor faculty and students Call 
Printy   WORDWORKS
 at 4081 
253-WORD 0.253-WORK 




R.101,1011 Help with 
grammar 






Former English motor with 16 yrs 






ENTERPRISE  WORD PROCESSING  







 repefitive letters tran 
witptloo  Free SPFL CHEK, copy 





 C.a. Call 24E-
5825 
EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING 
Ten. papers Sr 
75p
 Obi spend 
proofed Small business letters 
moiling lists flyers newsletters 




















reports. 011.10110., letters,  group 
ptojects,
 menus'.. theses. Mc All 






work guaranteed For Mai role. -







 wIth AF 








PROFESSIONAl  TYP 
1ST 
SI 25 dbi wed pegs Please 
call 
Jeennie at 774 1975 
LASERJET OUTPUT Years of overl-








 perteet and 








of reports. theses. etc 1.601 
printer Aftordabie accurate de-
pendable
 





 ...1120W Silly It 
251-4665 
PROVE
 SSIONAI WORD PRO-


















 hours by 










 service 40 years
 woo 
Hence  Cert. Consubetions, 
Seminars 








typing  A business 
sera 





TERM PAPERS BY 
MAIL"
 We take 













TYPING.' REASONABLE RATES" 
Call 
PATTI et 14001  246-5633 





sumes and rush lobs





polished  1006 albite-
graphies footnotes







Phone 297-0693 (Neve 
menaegai 
WORDPROCESSING





Editing swell.. Hs. boo 
de 
gr..







AREA" 15 yrs wporienc Cheap 
and
 fast' 51 25 per 
page double 
spaced







mint our ere 
Ad Rates
 
Minimum three lines on one day 
One Two
 Three 























Line Add $ 80 
(Count approxtmately 







































Print  Nano. 
Semester
 Rates (All 
Issues)
 
5-9 Lines $46 00 
 
10-14 


















 Lost and Found 
For
 






























Owl laratee Otani 0012011 
 Deadline Two 



























 50 of California's
 Finest Limousines
 








446-5455 24 Hours - 7 
Da s a 
Week  










resumes that are 
professional & 
reasonable 
 Entry Level  
Business   
Academic  Management 





























 Bouquet Special 
mixed Spring Flowers 
with




 fast delivery 
1
 ' the 
greenhouse  
 
2321 Siewns Creek Illut 
between 
Hwy  17 ct 
Bascom  Ate 
'INT 280-0504 
ki Open













 & Parking 
 Vicv, ot SAii Jose 
 Slono 
& Dad V4.111 Love It! 
Open  lust For 
You...Saturday,  May 28th 
From 12 noon 
to










 Offer.  
Adia! 
That's what companies say 
about how 
well Adia temps work. 
That's
 what Adia temps
 say 
about the work 
Adia  gets for them. 
Over
 100 Job Skills 









 & Word 
Processing
 
As a Temporary, Adia 
Offers














Mt.  View/Sunnyvale 
(415) 941-7100 
Cupertino/Santa




































































 for all 
students:  


























































































FIRST  STREET 
I 
SA 






N JOSE, CA. 95115 
(408)  286-8800 
I 
k 9 















































Rock  'n Roll with Legs 
Eleven
 
 Friday 9pm- 








9pm-  Irish 















2 6 6 - 0 5 5 0 
DUnDEE'S nIGHT OUT 
WITH THE BOYS 




 an Russia - Fosters Lager Beer 
$1 25 

















8 6 6 - 





Wolff  System 




















25% off our 
monthly membership
 
Valid only: 9:00AM to 3:00PM weekdays 
and 
11:00AM to 9:00PM weekends 
(must 
present
 student I.D.1 
San 
Jose  




2000 Homestead Rd. #D 
(408)  241-2480 









A New Kind of 
Hotel®  
Remember
 Us For: 
 
Graduation
  Weddings  Holidays 
 Family Reunions  
Parent's
 Weekend 
Ask For Special San Jose State Rates 
'All
 
suites,  one and two bedrooms  Fully equipped kitchens 
 Living room with wood -burning fireplace  Satellite television 





 Reservations  call 
Marriott's  
RESIDENCE INN 
 San Jose 
RESIDENCE
 INN  Silicon Valley 
I&11 
2761 South Bascom 
I. 750 Lakeway Dr. II. 








 ext. 416 
 
